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For simpli�ed ordering and supply, 
vessels are available as a complete 
system consisting of  pressure vessel 
and standard distribution system

For speed and application 
versatility, the new premier 
distribution system has: vessel 
head, head adaptors in either 
½", ¾" or 1" and locking clips

Lot-coded for product tracking and traceability, 
the SPECTRUM range of black pressure vessels, also 
known as DI or resin tanks, are tested to ensure 
product quality and reliability. 
Constructed from food grade high density polyethylene (HDPE) and reinforced with 
�breglass for added strength, temperature and pressure ratings, the vessels set a new 
standard delivering great performance and value for money.

Exceeding industry norms, the SPECTRUM vessels are tested to four times their 
maximum operating pressure (42 bar) as well as cycle-tested 250,000 times (NSF’s 
requirement is 100,000) from 0-10.5 bar. 

Choose from an extensive 
range of vessel sizes - 5" x 20" 
to 24" x 72"
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Pressure Vessels and Resins

Choose from an extensive 
range of vessel sizes - 5" x 20" 

SV-FK performance charts

Ideal for residential, commercial water softening or 
�ltration applications, pressure vessels are speci�cally 
designed for use where high volume or capacity is 
needed. 
The threaded inlets on the SPECTRUM SV-FK are made from 30% glass-�lled 
polypropylene for superior strength.

Key product features

Cycle tested 250,000 times
Individually packaged for improved handling, storage and 
transportation
Lot-coded for tracking and traceability
Reinforced vessels designed with no welds, joints or seams 
in the tank liner to eliminate any potential leaks
Burst pressure: 42 bar
Max. exposed temperature: -30°C
Max. vacuum: 140mm Hg
Warranty: 5 years
Tested to 4 times the maximum operating pressure
100% rustproof and corrosion resistant
Water contact parts are made with food grade materials

Key product features

Quick and easy push-�tting port connections
Three male port connectors available - ½", ¾" and 1"
Ports can be changed for di�erent applications, using the same head 
Secure ports with red locking clips (included)
Internal twist-locking tabs in the Premier head and upper screen guarantee a 
secure �t

SPECTRUM Premier Head and Fittings
Eliminate the hassle of additional �ttings with the new Premier head and distribution 
system option.

SPECTRUM Distribution Systems 
A distribution system comprises a head, riser tube, lower screen and upper screen. 
The water to be treated enters the vessel through the head, via the upper screen and 
is distributed evenly throughout the media. The pressure of the incoming feed forces 
the  water down through the media, treating it before exiting via the lower screen and 
up the riser tube.

Standard head and 
distribution system

Premier head and 
distribution system

Durable and safe: SPECTRUM tanks consistently pass the NSF 
44 standard for burst and proof testing.
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Pressure Temperature Test

NSF standard does not test performance in extreme 
environments. The SPECTRUM standard is 2 times higher than 
other manufacturers.

Reliable SPECTRUM tanks consistently pass 2.5 times more 
pressure cycles than the NSF 44 standard.
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